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Background
HIV disease progression is very variable among infected
patients. Using classical statistical methods based on a
selected number of markers, Casado et al [1] identified a
number of host and viral genetic correlates for the clini-
cal definitions of HIV-1 disease progression: elite con-
trollers, long term non progressors including viremic
controllers and clinical non progressors, regular progres-
sors and rapid progressors.

Materials and methods
Host genetic and viral data for 64 patients as described
by Casado et al were transformed to Boolean variables
and used in a Bayesian Network (BN) learning approach,
using the online version of the B-Course software
(http://b-course.cs.helsinki.fi/obc/), scoring models by
maximizing the posterior probability of the model. The
predictive value of the network for classifying the clini-
cal definitions, was investigated using exact Bayesian
inference in the network The network arcs that were
weighing most in the predictive power of the network
were uncovered by evaluating for each arc how predic-
tive the network still was when omitting this arc.

Results
To visualize the various dependencies among clinical
definitions, and host and viral factors, we used a Baye-
sian network representation of the data. A number of
variables that were redundant (being part of the

definition of the groups) or non-discriminative were left
out for inferring the network: viral load, proviral load,
predicted X4/R5 phenotype and nature and charge, eth-
nicity and age. The network correctly captured many
known correlations in the data, for example, patterns of
linkage disequilibrium among genetic markers (i.e.,
HLA-A and ZNRD1, HLA-B and HLA-C alleles, CCR5
haplotypes), and provided numerical support to the var-
ious dependencies. Clinical definitions (class) were
directly dependent on viral evolution expressed as “viral
dating”, protective HLA-B alleles, and HLA-C genotypes.
One variable, CCR2 V64l rs1799864, was not retained in
the network. The results were consistent with what
Casado et al described in their paper.

Conclusions
We applied a Bayesian approach to the joint analysis of
the diverse host and viral data. The resulting network
provided a comprehensive and hierarchical structure of
the various dependencies; it identified viral evolution
and HLA-B and HLA-C alleles as key correlates of clini-
cal definitions of disease progression, confirming the
results obtained by classical statistics. We feel that the
Bayesian approach is well suited to quickly explore large
datasets, saving time by prioritizing subsequent statisti-
cal confirmation of the associations found. Such Baye-
sian networks could also be applied for predicting the
clinical course of the individual.
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